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In rapid accelerations it is known that an originally turbulent boundarg
layer may undergo a partial or com$ete  decay to lmiwr; a phenomenon known as
laminarisation, The repart  distinguishes between 'moderate and 'severe'
aocelerations. For the former,  the sublayer  of the boundary  layer undergoes
considerable change in struoture  but the boundary layer remains essentially
turbulent. For the latter, a complete tigeneration to laminar flow will take

, place if the aooeleration continue.3 over s sufficient distsnoe.

Two stiple models have been proposed for the varjation of turbulent shear
stress, aocording to whether the acceleration is 'moderato' or 'severe'. These
models have been incorporated into the finite Hferenoe  prediction procedure of
Patankrar and Spalding and compm-ison made with a limited number of experiments.
Agreement with experiment is reasonably good and progress to date has heen
sufficiently encouraging to suggest that the aocurate  predlation of larrinari.satFcm
is now an attainable objeotive.
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1. Introauctio~

1.1  The ~courrenoe  of lsminarisation

When a turbulent boundary layer undergoes a severe acceleration it may
revert partially or completely to laminar. A variety of labels have been given
on the phenomenon; in this paper it is termed 'laminarisation'. Over the last
dozen years a number of workers have observed laminarisation! (Refs.1 - 11). Of
these, Refs.9, 10 and11  contain the most complete experimental examinations  of
the problem.

Figs.1 and 2 illustrate some of the effects of laminarisation on the
gross features of the boundary layer. Fig.1 shows the variation of the shape
factor, Ii, along a plate in which the free-stream dynemic  pressure is increased by
a factor of 6 over a length of 6 inches. The shape factor is a convenient
parameter with which to distinguish between a turbulent and a lsminar boundary
layer. In zero pressure gradient H is equal to about 2.6  for a lamirrar bourdary
layer, while, in turbulent flow, it takes values between about 1.6 and I.2 depending
on Reynolds number. For both laminar and turbulent flow, an acceleration causes
the shape factor to decrease from its flat-plate value.

For the boundary-layer development shown in Fig.1,  the shape factor is
about 1.6 upstream of the contraction and initially decreases along the nozzle.
However, H then begins to rise sharply and reaches a value of about 1.8 at the
end of the contraction. The shape factor then continues to increase as the
boundary layer continues its development in near-zero pressure gradient. The mean
velocity profiles at three stations are shown in inset on Fig.1. The change in
the profile shape from turbulent upstream flow to that of a laminar boundary layer
downstream is clearly evident.

The above example  is one of a 'fully-larmnarised'  boundary layer where
the acceleration was sufficiently rapid and occurred over a sufficient length for
the reversion to a lsminar boundary layer to be virtually complete. When the
pressure gradient was removed, the boundary layer continued to develop some distance
downstream as though itwere  laminar. As a second example of laminarisation, Fig.2
shows some surface heat-transfer data of Filetti (Ref.7) quoted by Mcretti and Kays
(Ref.10). The test plate is maintained at a nearly uniform temperature fran  2 ft
along the test plate and an acceleration is imposed at about 4 ft from the leading
edge. The Stanton number falls sharply in the accelerated region but quickly rises
again when the pressure gradient is removed. Here, then, the boundary layer
undergoes only partial leminarisation and, with the removal of the pressure gradient,
the original turbulenoe  structure is quickly re-established.

a u
Figs.1 and 2 also show the variation of the parameter K (defined as

Y- 2 3 through each of the test sections. Experiments  have shown that when
UC' ax
K exceeds a value of about 2 x 10~s~ laminarisation effects will become significant.
In each of the quoted tests K exceeded thisvalzf, Theoretical consideration
(Ref.11)  suggests'that  the parsmeter L, (K.cf ), rather than K, should
determine the onset end degree of laminarisation and we shall m&e use of this
parameter later. In most situations of practical interest, however, of will lie
between about 0.003 and 0.005, so the value  of K alone provides a reasonable
indication of whether 0; not laminarisation till oocur.

The occurrence of lsminarisation is probably of greatest importance
in the design of rooket  nozzles. Parkinson (Ref.13)  has found fronnan ezamination
of considerable heat-transfer data that for a region upstream of the throat,
conventional turbulent boun&ary-lager theories predict Stanton numbers up to IO@
higher than measured values.

Stron$

.
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Strong accelerations are also present in the flow wer gas turbine bladesz
though it would seem rather unlikely that laminarisation would occur in such
geometries. The maximum free-stream acoeleration  occurs at the stagnation point
(where the boundary layer is leminar)  and diminishes towards the trading edge.
One would thus expect that when the boundary layer became turbulent it would
remain so.

Zaric  (Ref.8) appears to have detected laminarisation in what would,  at
first glance, seem an unsuitable environment; namely, flow through a roughened.
passage. The roughened surface was of a continuous symmetric saw-tooth form with
apex angle of 14-P. The flow near the rough surface was alternatively accelerated
and retarded due to the profile of the rough surface. Towards the end ct' each
accelerated region the lcoal surface Stanton number dropped significantly and the
measured mean velocity profties were similar in shape to those shown in Fig.1.

In the above example, the reversion of the boundary layer tonrards  laminar
is en undesirable effect since a surface is generally roughened to pranote  the
transfer of heat. Another unsought-for effect can oocur when B rapid aoceleration
is followed by en adverse pressure gradient; for then,if  lsminarisation takes
place, boundary layer separation may occur at a much lower pressure coefficient than
for a turbulent boundary layer (Ref.9). Such a situation might arise in flow
normal to a row of closely packed tubes,

Whether or not laminarisation is a desirable feature in any particular
a situation, however, the need to develop a reliable means af bounbry-layer  prediction

in highly-accelerated flows 1s obvious. It is a theme which is taken up in
Section 2 of this report.

1.2 Sink-flow turbulent boundary lexers

The similar turbulent boundary layers which develop between plane converging
walls are of particular importance in the study of laminarisation. For these flows,
the parameter K is invariant with x and the two-dimensional partial-differential
momentum and continui~  equations reduce to a secoti-order  ordinary differential

equation in terms of a similarxty  variable proportional to (g). It is readily
r

demonstrated that for these bound.ery layers the local Reynolds number and skin
friction coefficient are each constant throughout the flow. Theoretical soluticns

9 to these constant-k boundary,layers may be obtained by using, for example, a
mixing-length hypothesis to relate the Reynolds shear stress to the localmean
velocity gradient; the solutions would be computed either by numerical solution
of the ordinarJr differential equation of motion or by a finite-difference procedure.

Attention will be turned to these theoretical solutions in Section 2;
here our purpose is to consider the implxations  of experinental  investigation .
A recent study (Ref. 12) has succeeded in establishing similar sink$lcw  turbulent
boundary layers at three values of K; nemely 0.7 x IO-',  1.3 x IO and3x10-s.
As the value of IC was successively increased,  the mean velocity profiles
exhibited a progressive change towards those of a leminar boundary layer. Even
at the highest value of K, however, there was a large and.sel.f-preserving

. lxrbulenoe  distribution aorcss  the boundaIy layer. These fixxilngs  ere Important (
for they show  that, over a .d.gnificant range of accelerations, while definite
changes in the turbulence structure near the we..l.l  takes place, the boundary lprs

. remain essentially turbulent. Thus, only in the most general sense should
laminarisation be thou&t uf as 'the opposite of natursl  transitid.
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The findings confirm  Schraub  and Kline's (11)  visual studies of
accelerated boundary layers. In the sublayer,  they found that the sinnous
low-momentum streaks, mhxh  are a characteristic of turbulent boundary layers,
did not suddenly cease to form above a certain value of X but, instead, gradually
dxappeared  as the acceleration parameter was increased.

An enccuraging  inference from these results is that, for 'moderate'
accelerations, (for values of K up to about 3 x IO-')  existme turbulent
boundary layer theories should, with only slight modifYcations,  be capable of
predicting the effects of lsminarisstion. That is to say, we might hope to
predict completely the Stanton number behaviour shown in Fig.2; however, the
virtually complete reversion to laminar  of the boundary layers of Fig.1 would be
outside the scope of such a model.

1.3 Scope of the present paper

The purpose of the present paper is to present the results of some initial
attempts at predicting the development of turbulent boundary layers in high
accelerations. The prediction procedure employed is the finite-difference
formulation of Pat&car and Spald~~ng  (Ref.14) and the theoretical contribution of
this work consists mainly of supplying preliminary turbulent shear-stress
hypotheses to the Petankar-Spalding programme.

To aid the theoretical work, a more comprehensive experimental
examination of similar sink-flow turbulent boundary layers has been started.
Although this experimental work is far from complete, the results obtained to date
were used to aid the selection of a provisional shear stress model for moderate
accelerations.

As would be expected in a preliminary report, agreement between measurement
and prediction is not perfect. The measure of agreement is, however, sufficiently
good to lead one to expect that the reliable prediction of laminarisation is nos
an attainable objective.

2. Preliminary.Models  for Laminarisation

2.1 Moderate accelerations

2.1.1 Preliminary  remarks

The findings of Refs.11 and12, cited in Section 1.2 above, reveal that
there is nota single critical value of K (or rather L) above which a normal
txrbulent  boundary layer will degenerate to lsminar. Rather, an aoceleration will
cause detectable changes in the structure of a turbulent boundary layer for values
of K in excess of abwt lO-s and these effects become more marked as K increases.

For a high enough aooeleratlon,  of course, it is known that a degeneration
to laminar flow will ensue. This limit is probably in the neighbcurhood  of
K = 3 x 10-s and demarcates the upper value of what is meant by 'a moderate
acceleration' D Before this limit is reached, however, a turbulent boundary layer
will display marked departures frcsn the 'universal' law of the wall.

The experiments of Refs.9 and 12 suggest that the principal  changes that
occur in a mcderately-accelerated turbulent boundary layer take place in the
sublayer; in crude terms, the region over which viscous stresses are significant
becomes thicker (in terms of y+). To a first approximation therefore, it would

seem/
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seem plausible that, in moderate accelerations, laminarisation might be predicted
by using an existing momentum-transport hypothesis for the main part of the layer
provided some means was found of predicting the local thickness of the viscous
sublayer.

It is in determining the t.huAness  of the sublwer that the sink-flow
boundary layers discussed in Section 1.2 are of great importance.
boundary layers are similar,

For, since the

as a function of L*.
the sublsyel'  thickness can be determined experimentally

Having determined this relationship for similar boundary
layers it might be thought that it would suffice for non-similar boundsry layers
as well. This is not, however, the case for it would imply that the local shear
stress throughout the boundary layer was considerably affected by local conditions.
Instead the authors have supposed that the rate at which the sublayer  changes in
thickness is linearly proportional to the
from its equilibrium condition.

'Grit'  the sublayer  is locally removed
Of course a decision has to be made  on how one

is to quantify the above supposition. It will be seen that the choice made
follcws  naturally from the form of effective viscosity hypothesis adopted in
Section 2.1.2 below.

2.1.2  Choice of effective-viscosity input
i Patankar and Spalding  (Ref.14)  illustrated the application of their

finite-difference prediction procedure by using the Prandtl  mixing-length hypothesis,

,
with the following remp distribution of mixing length, 81

Inner region C = ky y 6 i-2L-l
k

Outer region G = XyL +.I < y d yL

. . . (I)

.D. (2a)

.., (2b)

where yL 5.-, the normal distance from the surface at which the velocity differs
from the free-stream value by a small amount fB.UG; Patmkar and SpaMing chose
h = 0.09, k = 0.435 and fR = 0.01.

The fxnite-differewe  solution was matched near the wall to the Couette-flow
solutions  calculated from a modified van Driest (Ref.15)  expression for the varintion
of effective viscos-ity in the sublayer. Thus, the fluid viscosity did not appear
explicitly in the finite difference equations. Reasonable a@eementwith  experiment
was achieved in a diversity of flow configurations. The chosen shear-stress model
completely f&led  to predict the effects of laminarisatiorn,  however.

In the present work we need to spedfy .a dependence of the effective
viscosity in the subLayer on the laminarisation par-ter, L. For this reasoni

. over the whole of the inner region the form of the effective  viscosity distribution
suggested by van Driest is adopted:

.

*
For sink-flow boudary layers, since K and cf are constant, L is constanttoo.
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IJ eff = I' + p&t-1 - ed-y+/A+)])' . . . (3)

.

The term A+ effectively determines the distance from the wall at which viscous
shear stresses me significant, i.e., it my be +nterpreted  as 8 subla.yer thidaess
To fit$xlsting  pipe-flm data van Driest set A equal to 26. In the present
work A for similar sink-flow boundary layers, is assured to be a function of L.
A provisional suggestion  for A",+ L ) (where the 's' subscript denotes
similar boundary Layers) is made in Section 2.1.3  below. Pm the present, k has
been taken as 0.4, .e frequently quoted vdue, ratler than the value af 0.435 used
by Pat&car and Spalding.

For the outer region to the boundary layer, Patankar's  mixing-length
distribution is retaimd except that the miting-length  constant, h, is multiplied
by 8 matching function, M, to give continuity of shear stress at y = (hy&  l

For values of H less than 2 x IO-‘, Y differs negligibly frm unity. I

To summarize, the preliminary effective viscosity hypothesis for moderate*
aocelerated  turbulent boundary layers is:- .

Inner region 0 6 y 6

peff = P+ p(l(JTI[l  - exp(-y+/A+)])'

where X = .w, k = 0.J.Q and A+ is found frau
equations (5) and (6) belcm.

Outer region 94
k

< Y 6 YL :
)

geff =

where M is chosen to give continuity of stear  stress at

MLy = -
k

. . . (4)

1

' In all the oaloulations  reported herein, the value of the velocity-deficit fraoew .
fR' at which yL is determined is assigned the vd.ue  oOOl.

2.1 .3/
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2.1.3 The A+, (L) function

As stated above, the variation of A+, wzth the lamlnarisation parameter,
L, is to be determined. by reference to experimental measurements of similar sink-flaw
turbulent boundary layers. Unfortunately, the data of Launder and Stinchcombe
(Ref.12)  are not suitable for this purpose because the flow in their apparatus was
not two-dimensional. The test section used in that study has been rebuilt, however,
and to date one similar boundary layer has been set up and measured for a value at?
K of 2.2 x 10-s (Jones (Ref.16)). Fig,3 compares the mean velooity  distribution
for this boundary layer  with two theoreticel  velocity profiles; one for A+= 61.
The latter value was chosen by trial and error so that the momentum-thickness
Reynolds number was the sems for the theoretical and the measured boundary layers.
The experimental end. theoretical profiles are inexoellent agreement all the way
across the boundary layer. It is thus not surprising that the deduced cf and
H of 0.0048 and 1.51 should be accurately reproduced by the theoretical solution.

However, a single point is not
A+, f L 4 function.

suffxient  to determine  the complete
When more data are available their implications till be

incorporated; until then an interim hypothesis is needed. It is here assumed that,
for Similar turbulent boundary layers, the viscous sublayer  grows thicker as L is
increased at a rate just sufficient to keep the &in friotion coefficient constant.
The value of cf which these boudary  layers are assumea to take on is that of the

, above experiment&  solution, i.e., 0.0048. The hypothesis implies that RS L is
increased from zero, A+,
26 until of

remains oonstant  at its zero-pressyre-gradient  value of
has reached its maximum value. Thereafter, A, increases to keep

Of constant.

Fig.4 shcms  the variation of Ahs with L implied by the above hypothesis.
From the theoretical solutions A", varies nearly lirearly  with L ad so, for
simplicity, the A+, f L $ given by the solid line on Fig,4 is chosen; it is:

A+ = 26 L d 1.9 x10-'
s

+As = 11 + (7.9 xl@)L; L > 1.9 x IO-' . . . (5)

Figs.5 and 6 compare the experimental and theoretical variation Cs RZ
and H with K ,for sink-flow turbulent boundary layers. The Reynolds-number data
of Ref.12 lie rather below the prediotion obtained with equation (5). As remarkad
above, this discrepanoy  is attributable to the slight three-dimensionality of the
flow. The shape faotor,  as raould  be expeoted,  is in better agreement.

Gewrally,  the chosen A+s 4 L ) function displays the desired approaoh
of the turbulent boundary-layer solutions to the lsminar solution af Pohlhausen
(hf.17)  8s ?&e K i$ jn~~mased,  ancl  would suggest that the assumption of a oonstant

i cf was not far removed from the truth.

2.1.4 A+ in non-similar boundary layers

.
J

Following the remarks in Seotion 2.1.1,  the variations of A" with respect
to x in non-similar boundsry layers is determined from the equation:

aA+-=
ax+

o (A*, - A+) . . . (6)

where/
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where A's is here the simflsr  value of A+ corresponding to the local value
of L; it is determined by equation (5). .The constant o has tobe determined
empirically and a provisional recommendation is made in Section 3.

2.2 'Severe' acoelerations

For moderate accelerations it has been assumed that the only effect  of the
acceleration on the structure of the turbulent boundary layer was in the growth of
the viscous sub-layer. Outside of the sub-layer the mixing-length formulation for
the transfer of momentum and heat were assumed tobe virtuslly the s&e as for other
types of turbulent boundary layer*

While such assumptions may lead to useful prediotions  for moderate
accelerations, they must be a very long way from the truth in 'severe' aocelerations  -
say, for X > to-'.

For such flows, a more reasonable guess would be that the shear stress
along a stream-line remained constant. This assumption neglects entirely the
effects of diffusion, dissipation and production. The implicit assumption is that
the fluid within the boundary layer is accelerated so quickly that there is not tdme
for these terms to change the turbulent shear stress appreciably. Launder (Ref,Y)
has made hot wire measurements of severely accelerated bcnndarg layers

%ex c 1.5 x to-s) and has found that over the outer part of the boundary layer,

G was virtually c&stant  along a streamline. Near the wall, the assumption is I
not R good one and the current specifiaations  will soonbe  superseded.

The above model has also been incorporated into the Patankar4palding
progremm  ; caqmrison  of prediotion witi  a limited ambUnt  of data is made in the
following section,

2.3 The effective-Prandtl-number-specification

The present framework of the Patankar-Spalding prediction procedure
required the effective Prandtl/Sckmddt  number, oeff,  to be,specif%ed  for the
calculation of dependent variables other than u. For the present, the assumptiom
used by Patankar  and SpalMng  is retaineb By definition the effeotive  Prandtl
number may be expressed:

hefr - d
u eff u %

,.* (7)

where ,ut is the turbulent Prandtl number. ut is here assIgned  the value 0.90
throughout the boundary layer.

2.b Xodifications to the Patankar-Spaldiw  ccmputer.progremme

There mere two principal changes made to the .existing version ,of the .
Patankar-Spalding finite-difference computer programme. Firstly, new subroutines
PUFF were  wrztten to incorporate the tweeffeotive  viscosity mcdels  discussed above.

Secondly, since the changes in structure of a turbulent boundary  layer
undergoing laminarisation appeared first in the sublayer,  the finite-differenoe
,oaloulations  were carried close enough  to the wall for the solution to be matched
to the laminar  bou&ary oanditians:
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+u = Y+ + P, Y+2/2; t+ = my+ . . . (8)

ata y + of about 1. Subroutines WALL, WFI and WF2 were modified appropriately.

Further, since finite-difference calculations wre to be m%le in the
VISCOUS sublayer  where the curvature of the velocity and temperature profiles were
large (with W as independent  variable), the grid. spacing near the wsll had tobe
small, All the DIMENSION statementsin  the programme  were thus modified to allow
for up to 100 grid points across the boundary layer.

3. Comparison with Experiment

3.1 Constant turbulent shear stress along a streamline

Figs.7 and 8 show the variations of Ra and H in two of Launder's
(Ref.9)  experiments. The shape of the nozde (shown in Fig.1)  caused the
acceleration parameter, K, to rise rapidly over a length of abmt  6 ~@es  and

then to fall even more rapidly towards zero. The theoretical solution? caputed
by the PatankaxGpalding  finite-difference procedure with the constant-?? model
are shown in these figures by a broken line.

The largest values of K are attained in the test shown in Fig.7 and it
IS these data which we should expect the constant-m mcd.el  to predict most
accurately; this, indeed, proves to be the case. .The measured variation of shape
factor is faithfully reproduced by the prediction; in particular, the fact that
much of the increase in shape factor occurs well downstream of the peak in the K
curve. The theoretical momentum thickness Reynolds number is less than the
wasured ones over the region where K is greatest. The overall agreement,
however, is reasonably satisfactory.

For the test shown in Fig.8, in which the maximum value of K was about
8  x I O - ‘ , the shape faotor  variation is likewise wellzpredioted. The theoretical
variation of H dces  not display the measured sharp decrease som?way d@vnstresm
from the acceleration but this is entirely to be expected since the theoretical
model.  for shear stress contains no means by which a laminarised boundary layer can

subsequently undergo retransition to turbulent. The variation of R, through  the
acceleration is not predicted very accurately and this may, in part, be due to
starting the computation at a data point where the measured momsdxm thiCkneS8

would appear to be spuriou$Ly  lm.

Taking the above results as a whole, it is concluded that the assumption
that the turbulent shear stress is constant along a stream line can lead to

reasonably accurate predictions of lsminsxisstion xn severe accelerations. And
the above comparisons with data suggest that the value propwed in Section 2,
K = 105, is a reasonable rule of thumb to decide whether or not an acceleratiom
can be treated as severe.

3.2 The A" model

Examples of the suocesses  and shortcomings of the A+-mdel described in
Section 2.1.4 is provided in Figs.9 - 11. Fig.9 shcavs the predictions obtained
with the PatankaIcSpalding programme  of the Filetti data shown previously in Fig.2.
The empirical cpnsttwt '0' appearing in equation (6) was chosen such that the
agreement with th: data $s as good possible. Indeed, two values  of 0 werg
selected; for A 6 Asa c was assigned the vslue of 10~;  for A+ > A s,
c was set equal 5.0 x 110-  o Agreement is impressive but the result is n&
surprising since this set of data has been taken  as the .basbsfbraohoosing  0.

@Figs./
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Figs.10 and 11 display comparisons between data of Filetti's Run 2
and Moretti and Kays'  Run 11 in which c is assigned the values quoted above.
It is seen in Fig.10 that the predicted and measured Stanton numbers for Filetti's
Run 2 are again in excellent agreement. The result is not remarkable for agnin
the aooeleration was such that, in the accelerating region, K wss virtuslly  uniform,
Le., the type  of acceleration was similar to that shown in Fjg09  from which the
values of 0 were chosen.

In Fig.11 it is seen that the Moretti and Kays data are not well pred5ctad
by the present model. The funaamsntal. defect is that the mole1  predicts a rapid rise
in Stantonnumber  at the start of the acceleration which is not borne out by the
measurements. As a result, even though the predicted Stapton number subsequently
falls rapidly, the predicted minimum value is about 8C$ higher than the measured.

It was initially suspected that the predtcted rise in Stanton number was
due to methematical  inacouracies  in performing the computations dGx.h  were
attributable in sane way to extending the finite-difference calculations to the
immediate vicinity of the surface. This suspicionwss reinforoed  hy the faot  that
Patamkar and Spalding,  who matched the finite-differenoe solution to wall functions
outside of the viscous region, had not predicted any rise in Stanton number at the
start of an aoceleration. Reductions in the size of forward step and redistribution
of grid lines, hcmever,  did not lead to any appreciable chnnge  in the predictions.
Moreover, the fact that the integral ronservation  equations were closely satisfied
further implied that 8 mathematically accurate solution of the prtidl differential
equations was being obtained - the shnrtcommgs  of the predictions was thlq
attributable  to the imperfeotions  of the model.

It w&s eventually  discovered that the sudden rise in Stanton number could be
eliminated if the lcoal-stress, T, rather than the vK!J  shear stress ~~ was used
in the elEponentFa1  term af equation (3);

thatis:

I,eff = P + pkdl  - ed- 5 F /A+)])’ $$J- I I .*. (9)

The dotted line in Fig.11 clearly shows the improved predictions which result fran
the use 13 equation (9) rather than (3).

4. Conclusions and Concluding Remarks.

(1) In severe aooelerations  (K > IO-‘), the assumption that the turbulent
shear stress remains constant along a streamline has led to reasonably accurate
predictions of Rs and H.

(ii) For moderate  accelerations, a model  has been proposed which makes  use of
the Prancltl mixing-length formula for effective viscosity and the van Driest
proposal fof the variation of mixing length near the wall. However the 'damping'
function A (which van Driest chose to be a constant-equal to 26) is a variable
whose value is found from the solution of an ordinary differentid.  equation ,
(equatian(6)). In an aooelerating flow, A+ mill. exceed its zero-pressure-graaient
value and this effectively increases the thickness of the viscous sublayer. A
consequenoe  is that the Stanton number decreases rapidly.

Comparisons/
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Comparisons with data have shown that the model may well be capable
of providing a useful indication of the level of wall heat-transfer rates which
are likely to prevail in moderate accelerations. Further development and testing
is currently in progress.

(iii) A major shortcoming of .e model such as that described in the above
paragraph is that it is a long way removed from the essential physics of the
laminarisstion  process. For the future, a. more reliable basis for pre&dzLon
will undoubtedly entail the solution of additional  partial differential equations
which describe the development of properties of the turbulent flow field (e.g., the
turbulent kxnetic  energy, the turbulent length scale). However, to establish and
r$fine  such  solution procedures will take a year or two yet. In the meantim?,  the
A -model provides a means of predxting  leminarisation with a fair degree of
accuracy.
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5. Nomenclature

A"

A+.¶

c

fR

H

k

K

L

Id

P+

Ra

ll

uT

uG

Y

s+

JTG

YL

x

a

s,

6.

a function appearing in the van Driest formula for effeotive  viscosity.

A+ in a similarb~~ndary  layer.

an empirical constant (equation (6)).

sldn  friction coefficient Tw- .

@J',

value of normdised  velocity deficit at dich y, is determined.

shape factor hi/&.

van Karman constant (0.40).
" d"Gacceleration parameter - - .

UC" ax

laminarisation parameter Kcfea" .

matching function (equation(4)).

Qdimensionless pressure gradient -+ ax l

T

momentum thickness Reyno1d.z number
5 .
Y

local. mean velocity parallel to wall.

friction velocity (T/P)&.

local free stream velocity.

Cartesian co-ordinate nwmal to wall.

dimensionless value of y: uJ/V.

value of y at edge of boundary layer. *

value of y for calculation of vdue of Idixing  length for outer
part of boundary layer.

Cartesian co-ordinate in the mean flow direction.

dimensionless value of x: uTx/V.

displacement thickness
r

(1 - @G) @.
0

momentum-deficit thickness
r

1? (I

0 UG
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dimensionless value of Prandtl mixing length (0.09).

molecular dynamic viscosity.
T

effective (total) dynamic viscosity of fluid in turbulent flow:
(au/ad

molecular kinematic viscosity,

fluid density.

total (turbulent + laminar)  sheer stress.

wall shear stress.

dimensionless stream function; independent cross-stream variable in
Patankar-Spalding procedure.
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